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San Francisco Bay Area: 
Sustainable Communities Strategy 

 Integration of land 
use, transportation, 
and affordable 
housing 

 Focusing future 
growth near transit 

 Locally identified 
areas to 
accommodate 
growth 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2008 Senate Bill 375 requires each of the state’s metropolitan areas to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from cars and light trucks.Integrated transportation-land use plan (Sustainable Communities Strategy ) to promote compact, walkable, mixed-use commercial and residential development patterns. 



Overall job growth near transit in the SF Bay 
Area – the rise and fall 
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The share of jobs near transit has been 
consistently declining…. 
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…At same time, transit-supportive jobs 
have concentrated in the core 
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Simultaneous trends of dispersal and 
concentration in the East Bay  

www.ctod.org 
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TOD-supportive sectors forecast to drive 
future job growth in the region 
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Maricopa County Land Use-Transportation 
Integration Study 

 Framework for planning future transit 
expansions 
 Cost-effective transit investments 
 Encourage TOD  
 Increase ridership 
 Enhance mobility 
 Support from local jurisdictions 
 

www.ctod.org 

 



Phoenix’s existing light rail connects high- 
density job centers…. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The region’s core holds a large number of high density, transit-friendly jobs that are served by the existing light rail line.



Downtown 
Phoenix 

 
48,752 
jobs 

…But simultaneous investments in state 
highways have facilitated job sprawl 

101 Loop 
Construction 

 
153,260 jobs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
101 Loop was completed in 2001 – since then the areas located along the loop have seen enormous commercial growth.Scottsdale Airpark is expected to surpass Downtown Phoenix in total number of jobs



This fringe job growth occurred  as many 
historic job centers contracted 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly all of the employment clusters located along the 101 loop are gaining employment, while those in or near the historic core are losing employment, or just holding steady.



This fringe job growth occurred  as many 
historic job centers contracted 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly all of the employment clusters located along the 101 loop are gaining employment, while those in or near the historic core are losing employment, or just holding steady.



How can the region make most of its future 
transit investments? 

 

Growing transit-
supportive job 
centers in East 
Valley 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
East Valley- growing employment in technology sectors close to workforce of all types. But not currently a walkable mixed-use environment – significant investments would need to be made to create an environment that would be supportive of transit. 



How can transit improve access to jobs, 
especially for lower-income workers? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What kinds of transit technologies? Is there a need to think about bus and BRT solutions for mobility, as well as ped/bike access?



Integrated transportation and land use 
planning is critical at the regional scale 

 Employment is regional, as is transit and 
transportation 

 How (and when) do we effectively connect 
employment centers by transit 

 Significant need for robust policy and 
implementation framework 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Importance of focusing on existing placesFor new job centers – when and how should transit be extended?    Fixed-guideway transit may not be best solution, especially in  large, dispersed  regions.Discouraging fiscalization of land use planningLowering cost of development in the coreReinvesting in core areas to attract commercial development
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